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EXPLORE



 
If you can 
dream it, World of Color can 
inspire you to design it. Maison’s line of recycled 
glass tile includes 80 rich colors and 18 different shapes, 
providing a practically infinite array of combinations for creating stunning and 
unique art pieces. From whimsical text, intricate patterns, solid fields, logos, 
murals, and illustrations, this collection represents the tile world’s pinnacle 
in versatility and functionality. While World of Color strikes the perfect notes 
for luxury homes, don’t let that fool you: As a commercial-grade slip-resistant 

material, this collection also delivers panache to high-traffic areas such 
as hospitality lobbies & restaurant floors. It’s tough 

enough to handle environments such as 
pools, fountains, & fire pits.

Maison 
Surface translates 
design influences from throughout the 
world and across time. Maison celebrates the artistic heritage 
of ancient & modern cultures. Exploring these sources for innovative 
patterns & techniques. Experimenting with style , form & colour. 
Maison’s Palette of stones,  specialty materials  & proprietary finishes 
are ever expanding & evolving.

Exceptional style
Exceptional durability 
Exceptional service 

Maison designs for those who crave the exceptional. 

please refer to the Specification guides & Maison Installation Instructions for more information



The World of Colour utilizes cast matte 
glass in 80 impact-full colours. Explore 
all the shape offerings in our Cartel or on 
maisonsurface.com.



Applications

 Walls

Floors

Bath walls
-steam

Bath floors 

Exterior walls

Exterior floors
-full submersion

lineal thermal expansion tested
- mantel face and hearth. not approved for 
interior firebox. 

Abrasion Resistant 

Frost Resistant

Chemical Resistant

Recyclable 

Specifications

98% 
  glass

Sales Tools
Explore  what  you can create with the W

orld of Colour Sales Tools. 

Th
e Rulers  &

 Cartel open your world up to the range of our 80 colors &
 

18 shapes. 

Recycled



Pattern

Explore what can be done with a paint by number approach to 

patterning using our W
orld of Colour.

W
e  offer a wide range of  patterns in our Geometro &

 Trends Collections.



H1 shape      Cloud - Smoke - Flint
Tools:
World of Colour Cartel & Geometro solid color sheets

Inspiration:
Stripes

Pattern 





Inspire
-Pattern

Explore what can be done with a paint by number approach to 

patterning using our W
orld of Colour.

W
e can customize any pattern you bring us.



Artistic

Explore what can be done with a cut to shape  pieces approach to 

patterning using our W
orld of Colour.

No limit to size &
 shape - text &

 shapes. 



S3 shape      Cloud - Denim - Scarlet

Tools:
World of Colour Cartel

Inspiration:
Americana

H3 shape      Dusk - Cloud

Tools:
World of Colour Cartel

Inspiration:
a love note

Artistic Artistic



Inspire
-Artistic

Explore what can be done with a cut to shape  pieces approach to 

patterning using our W
orld of Colour.

No limit to size &
 shape - text &

 shapes. Push the limits of murals &
 

patterning.



World of Colour
Explore our 80 colours &

 18 shapes

blend &
 match to make any project a statement 

in colour .





maisonsurface.com


